
INTERNATIONAL UNDERWRITING ASSOCIATION LONDON

International Insurance in the London Market . The International Underwriting Association of London (IUA) is the focal
representative and market organisation.

The consequent compliance activities are linked to the overall public policy work. Mission Statement The IUA
exists to promote and enhance the business environment for international insurance and reinsurance companies
operating in or through London. As of March thirty eight of the IUA's forty members were based overseas or
part of larger overseas groups. Committee structure[ edit ] The IUA board is elected by the membership. What
is the IUA? A proposal was made to establish a formal representative underwriting association in July and two
years later the new ILU took up offices in the Royal Exchange Buildings. Mission Statement The IUA exists
to promote and enhance the business environment for international insurance and reinsurance companies
operating in or through London. These are populated overwhelmingly by market practitioners with the
full-time IUA secretariat providing administrative support and implementing decisions see chart. IUA
members Employees of IUA member companies can sign in or register for access to an extensive range of
research and market intelligence. These committees responsibilities include for overseeing and supporting: the
IUA's contribution to the London market modernisation programme; discussion with regulators and legislators
and communicating the implications of regulatory changes to the membership; education , training and
research ; and technical matters relating to underwriting and claims, including specialist classes of insurance
and reinsurance. Numbers have remained stable for several years with departures from the market being
balanced by new arrivals. Influencing Public Policy and Compliance In recognition that insurance and
reinsurance regulation is strengthening locally and converging globally, the IUA monitors and responds as
necessary to regulatory developments. This union brought together the representative bodies for the marine
and non-marine sectors of the London company insurance market. Although most of its committees and
sub-committees are populated by people working for IUA companies, some such as Digital Risk and
Rehabilitation have cross-market membership. Influencing Public Policy and Compliance In recognition that
insurance and reinsurance regulation is strengthening locally and converging globally, the IUA monitors and
responds as necessary to regulatory developments. Promoting Expertise and Innovation in Underwriting and
Claims A full secretariat service is maintained to support the numerous underwriting and claims committees
which provide valuable technical input and ideas of best practice to the benefit of the whole membership.
More details, including a picture gallery of our anniversary event are available here. It also supports an annual
marine claims conference in Dublin. Senior members of marine insurance companies had, since the s, been
meeting informally in the Jerusalem Coffee House and the Jamaica Wine Rooms near the Royal Exchange to
discuss policy wordings and other matters of mutual interest. This includes working on new processes for
placing, claims and accounting and settlement using ACORD standards as the preferred format for data, in
conjunction with leading organisation in the market.


